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Broken. Blessed. How can those two words possibly go together? Considering just how shattering life’s blows can be,

can we honestly believe God will bring good out of our most heartbreaking crises? “It’s difficult to discern the

blessing in the midst of brokenness,” says Dr. Charles Stanley. “Certain circumstances in life hurt, at times so

intensely that we think we will never heal.” The catalysts for brokenness all possess a wrenching pain and the power

to forever alter our life. But they also possess one thing more: the potential for discovering a richness in living we

otherwise never would know. Perhaps you’ve already experienced circumstances so shattering you may wonder

today whether it’s even possible to pick up the pieces. And maybe you can’t. But God can. “After brokenness, we can

experience God’s greatest blessings.” 

In Finding God’s Blessings in Brokenness, Dr. Stanley will carry you through the hard times and show you how God’s

glory is consistent throughout and always available. A gentle, encouraging way to explore God’s purpose and power

as only experienced through the darkest times of life, this book will encourage you as you journey through the dry

seasons.

Set amidst beautiful photography and a timeless design, Dr. Stanley’s words of encouragement and hope will guide

you to growth and the joy of the Lord. Finding God’s Blessings in Brokenness is a thoughtful and inspiring gift to

encourage anyone struggling through a dark season, as well as a thoughtful gift for anyone going through loss.
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